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ABSTRACT
The paper demonstrates that sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs) can be simulated in an ensemble of dry
dynamical cores that miss the typical SSW forcing mechanisms like moist processes, land–sea contrasts, or
topography. These idealized general circulation model (GCM) simulations are driven by a simple Held–
Suarez–Williamson (HSW) temperature relaxation and low-level Rayleigh friction. In particular, the four
dynamical cores of NCAR’s Community Atmosphere Model, version 5 (CAM5), are used, which are the
semi-Lagrangian (SLD) and Eulerian (EUL) spectral-transform models and the finite-volume (FV) and the
spectral element (SE) models.
Three research themes are discussed. First, it is shown that SSW events in such idealized simulations have
very realistic flow characteristics that are analyzed via the SLD model. A single vortex-split event is highlighted that is driven by wavenumber-1 and -2 wave–mean flow interactions. Second, the SLD simulations are
compared to the EUL, FV, and SE dynamical cores, which sheds light on the impact of the numerical schemes
on the circulation. Only SLD produces major SSWs, while others only exhibit minor stratospheric warmings.
These differences are caused by SLD’s more vigorous wave–mean flow interactions in addition to a warm pole
bias, which leads to relatively weak polar jets in SLD. Third, it is shown that tropical quasi-biennial oscillation
(QBO)–like oscillations and SSWs can coexist in such idealized HSW simulations. They are present in the
SLD dynamical core that is used to analyze the QBO–SSW interactions via a transformed Eulerian-mean
(TEM) analysis. The TEM results provide support for the Holton–Tan effect.

1. Introduction
In the winter stratosphere, the zonal-mean temperature field typically decreases from the tropics toward
the pole, which is accompanied by a westerly jet in the
midlatitudinal winter stratosphere. This causality is
governed by the thermal wind relationship, and the
zonal wind amplitudes of these ‘‘polar night jets’’ peak
around 608N/S in the upper stratosphere (around ’1 hPa
in nature). However, during some winters, the polar
temperature occasionally increases rapidly over time,
resulting in an increase in the zonal-mean temperature
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from 608 latitude toward the pole and the breakdown
of the westerly jet. The 10-hPa temperatures at the
pole can increase by 40–60 K in a week (Andrews
et al. 1987; Schoeberl 1978). Such an event is called a
sudden stratospheric warming (SSW), which was first
discovered by Scherhag (1952). The event is considered a
‘‘major warming’’ if the 10-hPa zonal-mean zonal
wind reverses to an easterly wind at 608 latitude. In
cases where the 608 westerly jet at 10 hPa is strongly
weakened but does not reverse, the SSW is called a
‘‘minor warming.’’ These SSW definitions follow the
criteria suggested by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO CAS 1978, p. 36). However, as
pointed out by Butler et al. (2015) many SSW detection criteria exist, which needs to be taken into
account when comparing SSW statistics (McLandress
and Shepherd 2009).
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A sudden stratospheric warming is an important
phenomenon that accounts for most of the climate variability in the polar stratosphere. In addition, extreme
events like SSWs greatly impact the tropospheric circulation over subseasonal to seasonal time scales. This
was first discussed by Baldwin and Dunkerton (1999,
2001) who noted that strong positive and negative
anomalies of the annular mode at 10 hPa (an alternative
measure of the strength of the polar vortex) often descend to the lowermost stratosphere and are followed by
anomalous tropospheric weather regimes over the next
one to two months. More specifically, the large stratospheric circulation anomalies can modulate the surface weather systems via changes of the midlatitudinal
westerly wind amplitudes and the location of the storm
tracks (Jung and Barkmeijer 2006). This implies that
processes in the stratosphere influence the probability
and positions of extreme weather events like high-wind
midlatitudinal storms and the frequency of occurrence
of high-latitude blocking and cold air outbreaks (Thompson
and Wallace 2001). A better understanding and improved simulations of the stratospheric circulation and
its interaction with the troposphere can therefore enhance the skill of extended-range tropospheric weather
predictions (Jung and Leutbecher 2007; Sigmond et al.
2013). In the recent past, these influences of stratospheric events on the troposphere have been assessed
quite intensely as, for example, documented by Gerber
and Polvani (2009), Kodera et al. (2013), or Hitchcock
and Simpson (2014). Other recent investigations also
include the interaction between SSWs and the tropical
quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO), the so-called Holton–
Tan effect (Holton and Tan 1980), as discussed in Naito
et al. (2003), Naito and Yoden (2006), Anstey et al.
(2010), Garfinkel et al. (2012), Lu et al. (2014), Anstey
and Shepherd (2014), or Watson and Gray (2014). In
addition, various other forcings such as the sea surface
temperature, the 11-yr solar cycle, El Niño, and La Niña
events can influence the polar vortex and its QBO interactions (Baldwin et al. 2001; Wei et al. 2007; Richter
et al. 2011).
SSWs are mainly generated and influenced by the
upward propagation of tropospheric planetary (Rossby)
waves and their interactions with the stratospheric mean
flow (Matsuno 1971). Observations suggest that the
onsets of SSWs could be related to atmospheric blocking
events and the increased activity of easterly planetary
waves (Naujokat et al. 2002; Martius et al. 2009;
Woollings et al. 2010; Vial et al. 2013). Especially the
zonal wavenumbers s 5 1, 2 are most important for the
SSW forcing (Matsuno 1971; Holton 1976). Zonal wind
deceleration due to wave breaking near the critical level
causes the transition from westerlies to easterlies during
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major SSWs and the descent of the critical level. The
easterly zonal wind then blocks wave energy from further propagating upward and eventually reverses back
to westerlies at a later stage of the SSW event (Holton
1976). In nature, planetary waves have larger amplitudes
in the Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern
Hemisphere owing to larger thermal and orographic
forcing, causing stronger wave–mean flow interaction
and thereby more frequent SSWs in the northern polar
region (Andrews et al. 1987). Furthermore, the stratospheric temperatures at the South Pole are generally
much lower than the temperatures at the North Pole
(Manney et al. 2005). This might be a consequence of the
larger (smaller) planetary wave forcing in the Northern
(Southern) Hemisphere. The colder South Pole and
enhanced meridional temperature gradients lead to a
stronger stratospheric polar vortex, which is more difficult to reverse than the weaker polar jet in the Northern
Hemisphere. As a consequence, only very few stratospheric vortex weakening events and only one major
SSW in 2002 [as, e.g., analyzed by Manney et al. (2005)
or Scaife et al. (2005)] have been observed so far in the
Southern Hemisphere.
SSW simulations and predictions with atmospheric
general circulation models (GCMs) have a long history.
O’Neill (1980) and Grose and Haggard (1981) were
among the first that successfully simulated spontaneously generated SSWs with coarse vertical (Dz 5 3 km)
and horizontal (Dx . 300 km) grid spacings. In addition, Simmons and Strüfing (1983) used the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
model to simulate an SSW event. Later examples of
SSW studies with GCMs include the work by Erlebach
et al. (1996), Manzini and Bengtsson (1996), Charlton
et al. (2007), Marshall and Scaife (2010), and Coy and
Pawson (2015).
Although SSWs have been successfully simulated in
GCMs for decades, the factors that determine their
initiation, evolution, and frequency are still not fully
understood. Therefore, idealized SSW simulations are
often utilized to unveil the dynamical processes of this
phenomenon. Examples of these SSW investigations
with dry dynamical cores can be found in Taguchi et al.
(2001), Taguchi and Yoden (2002a,b), Kushner and
Polvani (2005), Gerber and Polvani (2009), Sun et al.
(2012), Domeisen et al. (2013), Jucker et al. (2013, 2014),
and Sheshadri et al. (2015). All of these idealized GCMs
use a Newtonian temperature relaxation and low-level
Rayleigh friction to mimic the radiative forcing and
boundary layer friction. Most often these idealized
forcings were inspired by the ideas in Held and Suarez
(1994), and modifications of the stratospheric equilibrium relaxation temperature have been introduced to
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create conditions with strong meridional temperature
gradients in a single hemisphere (perpetual winter) or
seasonally varying stratospheric relaxation temperatures. Note that the majority of the aforementioned investigators utilized idealized topography in their GCMs
to force planetary waves, which contributed considerably to the forcing of SSWs. The only exceptions are
Kushner and Polvani (2005) and Jucker et al. (2014)
(their zero-topographic height h 5 0-km experiment)
who reported on very infrequent, spontaneously generated SSWs (approximately one every few thousand
days) in their idealized GCMs without topographic
forcing.
The idealized GCM simulations expose the dynamical
interactions between the waves and the mean flow
without the complexity of moisture processes, land–sea
contrasts, or real topographic variations and make it
easier to distinguish between causes and effects. However, none of the aforementioned investigators reported
on simulations that are capable of simulating both
idealized SSWs and QBO-like oscillations (Yao and
Jablonowski 2013, 2015) in the stratosphere, which allows an assessment of their interactions. Therefore, we
utilize a different idealized approach in this paper that
lets us analyze the SSW processes and their interactions
with the tropical stratosphere. As most other dry idealized studies, this alternative approach utilizes the Held
and Suarez (1994) forcing in the troposphere but modifies the stratospheric temperature relaxation according
to Williamson et al. (1998) [referred to as the Held–Suarez–
Williamson (HSW) forcing]. The forcing is hemispherically
symmetric, which leads to identical SSW statistics in both
hemispheres. No topography, moisture, or seasonal
cycles are used.
There are three main research themes in this paper,
which are all centered around SSW events in idealized
GCM simulations. First, we document the pure existence of minor and major SSWs in HSW model configurations and describe the properties of a single SSW
event in the spectral-transform semi-Lagrangian (SLD)
dynamical core of the Community Atmosphere Model,
version 5 (CAM5) (Neale et al. 2010). The existence of
SSWs with quite realistic properties could not necessarily be expected owing to the simplicity of the HSW
model setup and the missing topographic forcing. So
far, only the related zero-topography configurations by
Kushner and Polvani (2005) and Jucker et al. (2014)
had led to infrequent SSWs. These investigations provide insight into the SSW causes and effects that are
driven by purely internal wave–mean flow interactions.
Second, our study investigates the differences in the
simulations in an ensemble of four GCM dynamical
cores with identical HSW forcings. These are the four

CAM5 dynamical cores: SLD, the Eulerian spectraltransform model (EUL), and the finite-volume (FV)
and the spectral element (SE) dynamical cores. This
sheds light on the impact of the numerical schemes and
their diffusion characteristics on the physical phenomenon. Such an intercomparison is novel and has not been
addressed in any of the other idealized SSW studies.
Third, we explore the existence of tropical QBO-like
oscillation in the presence of polar stratospheric jets
and SSWs in the HSW configurations and use the SLD
dynamical core to investigate their interactions.
The paper is structured as follows. The CAM5 dynamical core descriptions and the experimental setup
are provided in section 2. Section 3 presents a brief
overview of the SSW statistics over a 10 800-day simulation period and focuses on an in-depth investigation
of a single SSW event in the SLD model. Section 4 intercompares the SSW statistics in the four CAM5 dynamical cores and sheds light on the SSW differences
from a climatological viewpoint. Section 5 assesses the
QBO–SSW link and discusses the QBO–SSW interactions in SLD. Conclusions are provided in section 6.

2. Description of the experimental setup
a. The CAM5 dynamical cores
We utilize the CAM5 modeling framework which has
been jointly developed by the National Center of Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and various U.S. Department of Energy (DoE) laboratories. Four dynamical
cores are used, which are the SLD, FV, EUL, and SE
dynamical cores of CAM5. A detailed description of
these can be found in Neale et al. (2010). The same
dynamical cores have also been used in the two related
QBO studies by Yao and Jablonowski (2013, 2015) that,
for example, document the placement of the vertical
levels. In particular, all models have 55 identical vertical
levels with a model top at 0.1 hPa using a hybrid s2p
(also called h) vertical coordinate with a variable vertical grid spacing. It spans from Dz ; 0.2 km near the
surface and increases with height in the troposphere. We
select a constant Dz 5 1.25-km vertical grid spacing in
the stratosphere between 100 and 3 hPa and let the
spacing increase to 2 km at the model top. The horizontal grid spacings for all dynamical cores are about
28 3 28 or 220 km 3 220 km in equatorial regions. This
corresponds to the triangular truncation T63 in the
spectral-transform models SLD and EUL. The numerical configurations are provided in Table 1, including the
approximate horizontal grid spacing Dx at the equator,
the dynamics time step Dtdyn , physics time step Dtphys ,
diffusion mechanisms, and the diffusion coefficient for
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TABLE 1. Horizontal resolutions, approximate equatorial grid spacings Dx (km), dynamics Dtdyn and physics Dtphys time steps (s), and
diffusion mechanisms with coefficients for each dynamical core. The T stands for triangular truncation and ne16np4 denotes that each
cubed-sphere face is divided into 16 3 16 elements with np 5 4 collocation points in each horizontal direction.
Dycore

Resolution

Dx

Dtdyn

Dtphys

Diffusion

Diffusion coefficient

SLD
EUL
FV
SE

T63
T63
28 3 28
ne16np4

208
208
222
208

2700
720
360
540

2700
720
3600
2700

Implicit
Fourth-order hyperdiffusion
Implicit and second-order divergence damping
Fourth-order hyperdiffusion

—
5 3 1015 m4 s21
Whitehead et al. (2011)
5 3 1015 m4 s21

each model. All dynamical cores are built upon the hydrostatic and shallow-atmosphere approximation (the
so-called primitive equations).
The SLD dynamical core (dycore) is a two-time-level,
semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian spectral-transform model
with a quadratic Gaussian transform grid with 192 3 96
grid points, which translate to a ;1.8758 horizontal grid
spacing (triangular truncation T63). The SLD dycore is
used without explicitly applied horizontal diffusion. Its
implicit numerical diffusion due to the semi-Lagrangian
interpolations provides enough dissipation to avoid a
buildup of kinetic energy near the grid scale. The
damping effect of the cubic SLD interpolations mimics
fourth-order horizontal hyperdiffusion (McCalpin 1988).
The FV dycore uses a gridpoint-based finite-volume
discretization with an explicit time-stepping scheme and
utilizes a regular 28 3 28 latitude–longitude grid. It is
built upon a 2D shallow water approach in the horizontal (Lin and Rood 1996) and applies a vertical remapping approach to represent the vertical transport
(Lin 2004). The vertical remapping algorithm conserves
the total energy in the vertical column and is applied
every ten dynamics time steps. FV’s primary diffusion
mechanisms are implicit numerical diffusion via limiters
and explicitly applied second-order horizontal divergence damping (Whitehead et al. 2011; Jablonowski and
Williamson 2011).
The EUL dycore is a three-time-level, semi-implicit
Eulerian spectral-transform model in vorticity-divergence
form with a T63 quadratic Gaussian transform grid (same
as SLD). The EUL dycore is run with linear, explicitly
applied fourth-order horizontal hyperdiffusion to maintain numerical stability. A leapfrog time-stepping algorithm is used with a Robert–Asselin time filter coefficient
of a 5 0.06 (Asselin 1972).
The SE dycore is based on a continuous Galerkin
spectral finite-element method and has been designed
for fully unstructured quadrilateral meshes (Taylor and
Fournier 2010; Dennis et al. 2012) on a cubed-sphere
grid. SE employs an explicit Runge–Kutta time-stepping
scheme. It is run at an ‘‘ne16np4’’ horizontal resolution,
which is approximately equivalent to a 1.8758 3 1.8758
grid (see further explanations in Table 1). The SE

dycore also uses a linear fourth-order horizontal hyperdiffusion mechanism with the identical diffusion
coefficient than EUL.
We emphasize that the diffusion and filtering mechanism in the dynamical cores are tailored toward their
numerical designs and have a large impact on the
propagation and absorption of waves. This is especially
true in the stratosphere that is typically characterized by
phenomena with longer time scales in comparison to, for
example, synoptic motions in the troposphere. A thorough description of the effects of diffusion, filters, and
fixers on idealized atmospheric motions is provided in
Jablonowski and Williamson (2011) and will be used to
guide a future SSW sensitivity study.

b. HSW forcing and sponge-layer friction
The SSWs are simulated in HSW model configurations, which modify the Held–Suarez (HS) forcing (Held
and Suarez 1994) in the stratosphere. The HS forcing
consists of a Newtonian temperature relaxation toward a
prescribed equilibrium state and Rayleigh damping of
low-level winds. These processes mimic the effects of
radiation and boundary layer friction. However, the HS
forcing was designed to keep the stratosphere passive
with an isothermal stratospheric relaxation temperature
of 200 K. Therefore, a different stratospheric equilibrium temperature Teq is introduced above the pressure
level pd 5 100 hPa. As specified in Williamson et al.
(1998) it is given by


Rgd /g


Rgi /g

p
p
Teq 5 T0 min 1,
1 T0 min 1,
21 ,
pd
pi
(1)
where p symbolizes the pressure, T0 5 200 K is a reference temperature, gd 5 2 K km21 denotes a lapse rate,
R 5 287 J K21 kg21 is the ideal gas constant for dry air,
g 5 9.806 55 m s22 stands for the gravity, and g i 5
23.345 K km21 is a second lapse rate. The first term is
effective when p # pd and leads to a uniform decrease in
temperature with height for all latitudes with lapse rate
gd. The second term counteracts the first term in the
tropics and becomes effective when p # pi. This causes a
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is 40 days except at low levels between 1 $ h $ 0.7,
where it varies between 4 and 40 days with latitude and
pressure.
All HSW simulations are run for 10 800 days which we
denoted as 30 model years where 1 model year corresponds to 360 days. This definition of a model year was
also used in the related QBO studies by Yao and
Jablonowski (2013, 2015). We therefore use both terms
‘‘days’’ and ‘‘model years’’ in the following discussion
to more easily connect this paper to the idealized
QBO investigations. The term ‘‘month’’ corresponds
to 30 days.

3. Idealized SSW events in the SLD dynamical core
FIG. 1. Latitude–pressure cross section of the time-invariant
HSW equilibrium temperature (K) with the parameter ppl 5
0.1 hPa.

temperature increase with height with the vertical temperature gradient 2gi. The pressure threshold pi depends on latitude f and is defined as
1
pi 5 peq 2 ( peq 2 ppl ) f1 1 tanh[A(jfj 2 f0 )]g, (2)
2
where peq 5 pd , ppl 5 0.1 hPa, f0 5 p/3 (corresponding
to 608), A 5 2.65/Df0, and Df0 5 p/12 (corresponding to
158). In the original HSW setup, ppl is set to 2 hPa. Here
ppl is modified to 0.1 hPa to adapt to the position of our
higher model top. Such a change of the ppl parameter
was recommended by Williamson et al. (1998) for
models with high model lids. The equilibrium temperature profile with ppl 5 0.1 hPa is depicted in Fig. 1,
which is identical to Fig. A1 in Williamson et al. (1998)
below 3 hPa.
We apply additional Rayleigh friction to the zonal
wind field near the model top between 1 and 0.1 hPa to
absorb upward-propagating waves. This Rayleigh friction was also used in the related idealized QBO studies
by Yao and Jablonowski (2013, 2015) to provide an
upper-level sponge zone. This Rayleigh friction ›u/›t 5
2Kru uses a pressure-dependent coefficient, which is
given by Kr 5 k0f1 1 tanh[(z 2 z0)/H0]g. The damping
coefficient k0 is set to 1/ 3 day21, the log-pressure height is
z 5 h0 ln( p/p0), the reference pressure p0 is set to
1000 hPa, and h0 stands for a scale height of 7 km. The
quantity z0 is set to 61 km, which denotes the approximate height position of the model top and the scale
factor H0 is 7.7 km. The friction leads to a damping time
scale 1/Kr of about 41 days at 1 hPa and 2 days at 0.1 hPa.
The HSW damping time scale of the Newtonian temperature relaxation is identical to the HS specification. It

This section provides a short preview of the SSW
statistics over the 10 800-day simulation period and
mainly focuses on a selected SSW event in the SLD
dynamical core. We thereby provide an in-depth assessment of an idealized SSW and its underlying dynamical principles. To put the SSW analysis into
perspective, we first show the 10 800-day time series of
the zonal-mean zonal wind at 608–618N and 9.3 hPa for
all dynamical cores in Fig. 2. Note that a thorough
model intercomparison is provided later. Here, we only
briefly review the characteristics of the SLD model and
use the reversal of the 608N 10-hPa zonal-mean zonal
wind to identify major SSWs in the Northern Hemisphere (Charlton and Polvani 2007). Figure 2 demonstrates that the zonal wind fields of all four dynamical
cores exhibit strong westerlies with occasional collapses that indicate warming episodes. However, major
warmings with zonal wind reversals are only found in
the SLD dynamical core (in red) where they appear
about 12 times in the 10 800-day record. Minor warmings
in SLD are more frequent and occur about 25 times
during these 30 model years.

a. Description of a single SSW event in the SLD
dynamical core
We now shift the focus to a single major SSW event in
the SLD dynamical core and document the wave activity during its life cycles. The selected event in model
year 24 serves as an example. We picked it from the
pool of the 12 major SSWs since it is a strong and longlasting event. In addition, it is well isolated from any other
minor or major SSW during the preceding 18–24-month
time period.
Figure 3 shows several time series of this SSW event at
the model level closest to 10 hPa (9.3 hPa) in year 24
(days 8760–8910). It depicts the 6-hourly instantaneous
data from the SLD simulation. Figure 3a shows the
zonal-mean zonal wind at 60.68N and thereby represents
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FIG. 2. The 10 800-day time series (based on 6-hourly instantaneous output data) of the
zonal-mean zonal wind at 608–618N and 9.3 hPa for four dynamical cores: 60.68N for SLD and
EUL, 618N for FV, and 60.58N for SE. The spinup period is shaded in gray. Both the model
years and simulation days are provided.

the strength of the mean polar vortex. The zonal-mean
zonal wind is westerly with a speed around 30 m s21 in
the early phase before day 8785 before it starts to decrease and reverse to an easterly wind around day 8850.
The fast portion of this zonal wind reversal happens
between days 8840 and 8855 (first vertical line) when the
wind speed drops by ~25 m s21. After a brief and weak
westerly recovery period (days 8855–8868) the reversal
of the now-easterly zonal-mean zonal wind stays in place
for around 14 days (between days 8868 and 8882). Around
day 8880 (second vertical line) the vortex recovery stage
begins and the westerly polar vortex has fully recovered
by day 8910.
Figure 3b displays the corresponding 9.3-hPa zonalmean temperature near the North Pole (at 88.68N),
which is a good indicator of the polar stratospheric
temperature. The zonal-mean temperature is rather
steady around 205 K before day 8790 before a slow upward, partly oscillating, trend becomes apparent during
the early development phase of the SSW. The fast polar
temperature increase happens between days 8840 and
8850 when it increases from 205 to 240 K during this
10-day period. After this time during the mature SSW
phase the polar temperature remains high for about
20 days (days 8850–8870) and drops back to 205 K by day

8910. The rapid polar temperature increases between
days 8840 and 8850 exactly coincide with the rapid
weakening of the westerly zonal flow (Fig. 3a) and
consequent zonal wind reversal.
The evolution of the 9.3-hPa SLD meridional wind
amplitude (at 60.68N) of the zonal wavenumbers 1–3 is
presented in Fig. 3c. This analysis provides information
about the dominant wave drivers for the wave–mean
flow interactions. As pointed out in Coy and Pawson
(2015), the use of the meridional velocity emphasizes
the higher wavenumbers more strongly than the typically used geopotential height. The zonal wave amplitudes of wavenumbers 1–3 are similar before the
SSW event around day 8785. In the early SSW development phase (before day 8840), the peak amplitude of wavenumber 2 increases rapidly to around
20 m s21, and the wavenumber-1 amplitude oscillates
between 3 and 8 m s21. During the SSW event from
day 8840 onward, the peak wavenumber-1 amplitude
drops to around 4 m s21, and the wavenumber-2 amplitude remains high around 20 m s21 until day 8850.
During the mature SSW stage (after day 8550), the
wavenumber-2 amplitude decays rapidly and becomes
comparable to the wavenumber-1 amplitude around
day 8880, which marks the start of the vortex recovery
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FIG. 3. Six-hourly instantaneous data at 9.3 hPa from the SLD simulation around model year
24 (days 8760–8910). (a) Zonal-mean zonal wind at 60.68N (m s21). (b) Zonal-mean temperature at 88.68N (K), and (c) 60.68N meridional wind amplitudes (m s21) for zonal wavenumbers
1 (solid blue line), 2 (dashed red), and 3 (dotted black). The vertical lines at days 8840 and
8880 point to the start of the rapid development phase and the vortex recovery phase,
respectively.

period. The wavenumber-3 amplitude oscillates before and during the SSW event and decays somewhat
during the vortex recovery stage around day 8880.
Overall, the results imply that the wavenumber-2
forcing is the most important dynamical driver for this
SSW event, followed by the wavenumber-1 forcing. This
is typical for vortex-split events (Bancalá et al. 2012).
Similar SSW characteristics have also been documented
for complex GCM simulations by Coy and Pawson
(2015, their Fig. 1). However, Coy and Pawson (2015)
found a stronger zonal wavenumber-1 signal during the
early development stages before the wavenumber-2
forcing dominated the vortex-split event in their
simulations.

b. Analysis of the SSW category
In general, SSWs can be categorized as either vortexsplit or vortex displacement events. As outlined in
O’Neill (2003) and Charlton and Polvani (2007), a vortex
displacement is characterized by a shift of the polar vortex off the pole and its following distortion into a commalike shape. In a vortex-split event the polar vortex breaks
up into two pieces of comparable size and magnitude.
Figure 4 shows that the SSW event in the SLD dynamical
core falls into the vortex-split category. In particular, the
figure depicts a time series of the north-polar stereographic projection of Ertel’s potential vorticity [EPV; see,
e.g., Whitehead et al. (2015) for its hydrostatic definition]
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FIG. 4. Evolution of the Ertel potential vorticity on the 840 K isentrope (PVU) during the time period day 8836.5–8901 as labeled in the
upper-left-hand corner of each panel. The north-polar stereographic projection of the SLD model is presented.

on the 840-K isentropic surface [in potential vorticity
units (PVU); 1 PVU 5 1026 K kg21 m2 s21]. The 840-K
isentropic surface lies at about 10 hPa and thereby near
the center of the polar vortex and is typically used for
EPV analyses of SSWs (Manney et al. 2005; Coy and
Pawson 2015). The EPV time sequence in Fig. 4 between
days 8836.5 and 8901 captures all stages of the SSW event
and is based on 6-hourly instantaneous SLD data. The
EPV field has a circular shape around the North Pole at
day 8836 before the SSW event and then starts to become
distorted around day 8845 during the rapid development

phase. The high-EPV center starts to split into two vortices during the mature stage from day 8850 onward and
stays split for about 28 days before the recovery process
follows from day 8878 onward. The single EPV maximum
at the North Pole is finally reconstructed by day 8901.
This EPV assessment is in good agreement with the
9.3-hPa analysis shown in Fig. 3.

c. Wave analysis
The initiation of SSWs is strongly affected by
the planetary wave activity, which preconditions the
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FIG. 5. Hovmöller diagram for wavenumbers (top) 1 and (bottom) 2 at (left to right) 1, 10, 100, and 300 hPa around model year 24. The
result is obtained via Fourier analysis using 6-hourly SLD temperature anomalies at 60.68N. The color scale shows the wave amplitude
from 212 to 112 K in increments of 5 K. Time goes downward in each panel.

atmosphere. In particular, observational data have
shown that planetary waves with zonal wavenumbers 1
and 2 play an important role for the SSW initiation
(Naujokat et al. 2002; O’Neill 2003; Krüger et al. 2005).
Moreover, anomalous upward Eliassen–Palm (E–P)
fluxes from the troposphere into the stratosphere are
observed right before and during the early stages of
SSWs (Limpasuvan et al. 2004; Sun et al. 2012). The
following Hovmöller analysis shows the wavenumber-1
and -2 activity to study the SSW initiation processes. In

addition, transformed Eulerian-mean (TEM) analysis is
used in the next subsection to shed light on the wave–
mean flow interactions.
Figure 5 shows the Hovmöller diagrams of the
wavenumber-1 (top row) and -2 (bottom row) components of the SLD temperature anomaly (deviations from
the zonal mean) at 60.68N using a fast Fourier transform
method at the model levels closest to 1, 10, 100, and
300 hPa. The figures depict the same time period as
shown before in Figs. 3 and 4 and are again based on
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FIG. 6. Five-day-mean TEM analysis in the Northern Hemisphere
using 6-hourly data from the SLD simulation. Vectors show scaled
E–P flux vectors (m2 s22), where the color denotes the magnitude.
The background contours show the scaled divergence of the E–P flux
(see text for scaling information) from 2100 to 140 m s21 day21
with an interval of 5 m s21 day21; negative contours are dashed, and
the zero contour is denoted by the thick solid line. Five-day means
are from (a) day 8810, (b) day 8845, and (c) day 8895 onward.
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6-hourly instantaneous data. The time axis increases
downward.
The wavenumber-1 components (top row) reveal that
the 1- and 10-hPa levels are dominated by westwardpropagating (easterly) waves throughout most of the
simulation period with enhanced wave amplitudes before and during the SSW event (until day 8880). This
westward forcing period at 1 and 10 hPa is only briefly
interrupted by eastward-propagating (westerly) waves
during a 10-day sequence between days 8860 and 8870.
As it can be seen in Fig. 3a, this 10-day sequence approximately corresponds to the short and weak westerly
recovery period of the zonal-mean zonal wind and the
short downward spike of the polar temperature at day
8863 in Fig. 3b. Such a close correspondence suggests
that the eastward-propagating (westerly) wavenumber-1
signals play a significant role in this 10–12-day irregularity of the SSW event before the polar vortex turns
easterly again at day 8868. After day 8880 the westward
amplitudes of the wavenumber-1 signals at 1 and 10 hPa
diminish significantly, which marks the start of the vortex recovery period. Similar wavenumber-1 signatures
are also present at 100 and 300 hPa but they are less
organized and have lower phase speeds. However, the
analysis at the lower levels suggests that a considerable
portion of the waves originate in the troposphere and
travel upward.
The wavenumber-2 components (bottom row) show
weak eastward activity at the 1- and 10-hPa levels
during the early simulation period until about day 8830,
thereby counteracting the westward wavenumber-1
forcing. However, from day 8830 onward during the
early development and mature stages of the SSW the
wavenumber-2 propagation turns westward, thereby
enforcing the mostly westward-propagating wavenumber-1
signals and causing the breakdown of the polar vortex. At the start of the vortex recovery period at day
8880 the wavenumber-2 signals at 1 and 10 hPa
change character. They become stationary or tend to
propagate slightly eastward which is even more pronounced at the 100- and 300-hPa levels after day 8880.
Before day 8880 the wave forcing signals at these two
lower levels are not as structured as the ones at 10
and 1 hPa. They exhibit frequent switches between
eastward- and westward-propagating, or even stationary,
wavenumber-2 signals.
In summary, before the SSW event wavenumber 1 is
dominant in slowing/decelerating the westerly mean
flow. As described in Labitzke (1981), this is a characteristic precondition for a major warming that is needed
to change the zonal flow and to favor the propagation
of wavenumber-2 signals. During the early and mature SSW stages wavenumber 2 becomes dominant in
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enforcing the easterly acceleration and reversing the
polar vortex. Wavenumber 2 also dominates the vortex
recovery process by providing most of the westerly acceleration after day 8880.
This raises the question what the wave generation
mechanisms are in the absence of the typical wave
triggering mechanisms like moisture processes, topography, or land–sea differences. This was also assessed
by Scinocca and Haynes (1998), who used a very similar
idealized GCM without any zonally asymmetric forcings or topography. They showed that the stratospheric
variability in their model was solely driven by transient,
baroclinic, and nonlinear wave–wave interactions that
originated in the troposphere. These transient processes are a very likely wave source here. In addition,
Yao and Jablonowski (2015) analyzed dynamic instability indicators in the upper troposphere as a potential triggering mechanism for equatorial waves. We
therefore repeated such an analysis of the barotropic
and baroclinic instability indicators in the polar–
midlatitudinal region (not shown). Throughout the
troposphere we find many occasions that fulfill the
necessary conditions for barotropic and baroclinic
instability, which can similarly act as a local wave
trigger.

d. Wave–mean flow interactions
The Hovmöller diagrams can only reveal the existence of the dominant wave modes but do not quantify
the resulting forcing. The impact of these wave modes
on the mean flow can be analyzed via the divergence of
the E–P flux vector (=  F). In particular, we compute its
body force (a cosf)21=  F [see Edmon et al. (1980) for
the quasigeostrophic definition in vertical pressure coordinates], which describes the acceleration of the
zonal-mean zonal wind. The symbol a 5 6.37122 3 106 m
stands for the radius of the earth. Figure 6 shows the
scaled, quasigeostrophic E–P flux vectors and their
divergence in the Northern Hemisphere during the
life cycle of this SSW event in SLD. The figure depicts
the early–preconditioning phase (day 8800), the mature phase (day 8855), and recovery stage (day 8885)
of the SSW event. In particular, we scale the vectors
using
#
"
0:5

(1/a)Ff Fp
1000:0 hPa
~
~
, (3)
3 cosf
,
(F f , F p ) 5
p
sf
sp
where Ff , Fp are the horizontal and vertical components
of the E–P flux; F~f , F~p are the scaled components of the
E–P flux vector; p is the pressure in hPa; sf 5 p (radians)
and sp 5 105 (Pa); and vectors above 100 hPa are further
multiplied by a factor of 2 to emphasize the stratospheric
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pattern. This scaling technique is used for NCEP–
NCAR E–P flux analyses by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA; see http://www.
esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/epflux/). The background contours in Fig. 6 denote the scaled divergence of the E–P
flux (body force),
with negative values dashed. The
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
scaling factor 1000:0 hPa/p multiplies the E–P flux
divergence to enhance the stratospheric features. At
10 hPa, this multiplicative factor is therefore 10. The
E–P flux divergence and the vectors are averaged
over a 5-day period to extract the main forcing signatures. The title of each plot lists the starting day of
this 5-day averaging period.
During the preconditioning phase of the SSW event
(Fig. 6a around day 8810) the divergence of the E–P
flux is mostly negative in the stratosphere around 608N.
This means that the zonal wind acceleration due to
wave–mean flow interactions is westward, which
weakens the westerly polar vortex. At this time, the
E–P flux vectors are mostly upward poleward of 508N
with moderate magnitudes that characterize upwardoriented eddy heat fluxes. During the mature stage
(Fig. 6b around day 8845), the divergence of the E–P
flux is strengthened in the stratosphere, which further
accelerates the now developing easterly polar jet in
SLD. The E–P flux vectors have higher magnitudes in
the stratosphere as compared to the early stage, which
indicates an increased upward eddy transport of heat and
momentum. During the vortex recovering stage (Fig. 6c
around day 8895), the divergence of the E–P flux in the
stratosphere turns mostly positive (eastward) with
rather weak upward eddy wave fluxes from the lower
troposphere poleward of 508N. This positive acceleration reestablishes the westerly polar vortex. The
magnitudes of the scaled E–P flux divergence, which
denotes the zonal wind acceleration, at 10 hPa show
peak values around 640–100 m s21 day21, which correspond to unscaled values of 64–10 s21 day21. These
forcing amplitudes are about a factor of 2–4 larger
than the magnitudes in Limpasuvan et al. (2004, their
Fig. 3), who documented a qualitatively similar SSW
life cycle that was based on composites of daily mean
NCEP–NCAR reanalysis datasets. Higher forcing
magnitudes around 610–15 m (s day)21 have been
reported by Martineau and Son (2013, their Fig. 3),
who analyzed several SSW events with instantaneous
ERA-Interim reanalysis data. Note that these comparisons are based on different time-averaging intervals and that reanalysis data are a model product
with some uncertainties. These aspects contribute to
a certain spread in the estimated forcing magnitudes.
However, the forcing signatures are qualitatively
similar.
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4. SSW signals in four CAM5 dynamical cores
The previous section established that SSWs appear
spontaneously in the idealized HSW simulations and
that the SSW characteristics in the SLD dynamical core
are quite realistic. The featured SSW event is driven by
upward-propagating planetary waves that originate in
the troposphere despite the absence of typical forcing
mechanisms like moist processes, land–sea contrasts,
or topography. We now evaluate the question whether
the SSWs in the idealized simulations are impacted by
the numerical schemes in various dynamical cores as
we discovered in idealized QBO simulations (Yao and
Jablonowski 2015). This sheds light on the internal
wave generation mechanisms, the upward wave propagation characteristics, and their interactions with the
mean flow, which are all influenced by the dissipation
mechanisms in the dynamical cores. As described in
section 2a we utilize the four CAM5 dynamical cores
SLD, EUL, SE, and FV, which are examples of popular model design choices. We also encourage other
modeling groups to contribute new HSW simulations
to this intercomparison to further broaden the basis
of the assessed numerical schemes. All analyses are
based on instantaneous 6-hourly data for 10 800 days
(30 model years).

a. SSW statistics
As before, we use the 608N zonal-mean zonal wind
to identify SSWs in the Northern Hemisphere as also
suggested in Charlton and Polvani (2007). Recall that
Fig. 2 displays the time series of the 9.3-hPa zonalmean zonal wind closest to 608N for each dynamical
core (60.68N for SLD and EUL, 618N for FV, and
60.58N for SE), which lets us now focus on the model
intercomparison. All zonal wind fields exhibit strong
westerlies with occasional collapses that indicate warming episodes. However, major warmings with zonal wind
reversals are only found in the SLD dynamical core
where they appear about 12 times in the 10 800-day
record. No major warmings are apparent in the other
three dynamical cores. The single major SSW in the
model FV before month 9 occurs during the model
spinup period and is, therefore, not counted. Although
the zonal wind velocities of each dynamical core have
strong fluctuations, the mean polar vortex in SLD is, on
average, significantly weaker than the polar jets in FV,
EUL, and SE. As an aside, the SLD vortex is also
weaker than the observed Northern Hemisphere polar
vortex, which makes its reversal easier. The 9.3-hPa
zonal wind speeds in EUL and SE are the strongest with
comparable maxima of over 60 m s21, followed by FV
and SLD with typical maxima around 35 and 30 m s21,
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respectively. As shown below, these zonal wind maxima
are closely connected to the typical meridional temperature gradients.
Despite the absence of major warmings in EUL, SE,
and FV, they all show occasional periods with very weak
polar jets (Fig. 2). This raises the question whether these
time periods qualify as minor warmings. This is investigated in Figs. 7 and 8, which display the 10 800-day
records of the 9.3-hPa zonal-mean temperature near the
North Pole (88.68N for SLD, EUL, and SE; 898N for FV)
and the 10-hPa zonal-mean temperature difference between 608N and the North Pole. Most often, the polar
temperature at 9.3 hPa stays close to a cold level, which
is around 175 K for EUL and SE, 185 K for FV, and
205 K for SLD as seen in Fig. 7. This demonstrates that
SLD has a much warmer polar temperature at 9.3 hPa
than the other three dynamical cores, which is further
investigated in section 4b. In case of an SSW event the
polar temperature increases abruptly over the course of
several (5–15) days. In the SLD simulation the polar
temperature at 9.3 hPa rises to about 250 K in some of
the SSW events, with a temperature increase of around
45 K. In FV the warm phases can reach 245 K with
temperature increases by about 60 K. The SE simulation
shows polar temperature increases of around 70 K with a
temperature maximum of about 245 K during minor
SSWs. The EUL simulation exhibits the strongest temperature increases of all simulations. As an example, the
polar temperature rises to around 270 K during the minor SSW event between years 7 and 8. During other
minor warming events in EUL the temperature often
reaches 250–260 K, which indicates a sudden 75–85-K
temperature increase. These are very large polar temperature fluctuations that even exceed the typical temperature rises of strong SSW events in nature. These are
around 60 K as, for example, documented in Naujokat
et al. (2002).
Figure 8 shows the related meridional temperature
gradients at 9.3 hPa, using the zonal-mean temperature
at 608N minus the zonal-mean temperature at the latitude circle closest to the North Pole (T60 2 Tpole ). These
temperature differences are mostly positive and turn
negative during the minor and major SSW events. Most
often, the temperature difference changes more than
50 K over very short time periods as shown in Fig. 7. The
new pieces of information provided in Fig. 8 are the
vastly different magnitudes of the temperature gradients
depending on the dynamical core. At 9.3 hPa the typical
temperature differences in SLD are only about 20 K,
which is in sharp contrast to the approximately 40 (FV)
and 45 K (EUL, SE) in the other models. These significantly different magnitudes of the meridional temperature gradients partly explain the differing strengths of
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FIG. 7. The 10 800-day time series of the zonal-mean temperature (K) near North Pole (888–
898N) at 9.3 hPa: 88.68N for SLD and EUL, 898N for FV, and 88.68N for SE. The spinup period
is shaded in gray. Both the model years and simulation days are provided.

the mean polar vortices seen in Fig. 2. Since the meridional temperature gradients are connected to the
zonal winds via the thermal wind relationship
a stronger gradient necessitates higher zonal wind
speeds. However, this does not explain the rather
small zonal wind difference at 608N between SLD and
FV in the presence of their vastly different temperature gradients. This apparent discrepancy is resolved
in section 4b.
Figures 2 and 8 can also be used to estimate the counts
of the minor and major SSW events in all four dynamical
cores, which we define as the number of events with a
T60 2 Tpole temperature reversal (,0 K). In addition,
major SSW events exhibit an easterly zonal-mean zonal
wind according to the WMO detection criterion for
SSWs. Using these criteria, SLD shows over 25 minor
SSW events in addition to the 12 major SSW events
identified earlier. FV is characterized by 5 minor warmings, EUL has about 17 minor warming events, and SE
displays 12 minor SSWs in the 10 800-day time period
when disregarding the 270-day spinup period. The very
frequent occurrences of SSWs in SLD are related to its
weaker meridional temperature gradients and slower
zonal jet speeds. The results suggest that a strong anticorrelation between the zonal wind strength and the

SSW frequency is present. This was also found by Jucker
et al. (2014), who showed in their statistical analyses that
stronger zonal-mean time-mean zonal winds make
SSWs less likely. This suggests for our experiments that
very little wave forcing is necessary to heat SLD’s polar
cap and to reverse its polar vortex in comparison to the
other three dynamical cores. SE and EUL need to have
the strongest wave forcings to collapse their strong polar
vortices, which, on average, happens every 900 days or
every 631 days, respectively. Interestingly, FV exhibits
the fewest SSWs despite its lower barrier (lower polar jet
speeds and higher polar temperature at 9.3 hPa) in
comparison to EUL and SE. This is linked to a reduced
wave activity in FV that provides a reduced forcing of
the mean flow. Such a reduced wave activity in FV was
also found in the tropical regions in the related QBO
study by Yao and Jablonowski (2015) and is further
analyzed in section 4c.

b. Comparison of the general circulation
The different SSW characteristics of the four dynamical cores and their typical zonal-mean zonal winds
and temperatures (Figs. 2 and 7) at 9.3 hPa suggest that
their climatic states in the stratosphere differ greatly
despite the identical HSW forcing. To investigate this
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FIG. 8. The 10 800-day time series of the zonal-mean temperature gradient (K, T60 2 Tpole)
between the midlatitudes (608–618N) and the North Pole (888–898N) at 9.3 hPa for SLD, EUL,
FV, and SE. The spinup period is shaded in gray. Both the model years and simulation days are
provided.

further, we present latitude–pressure cross sections of
the 10 800-day-mean zonal-mean zonal winds (Fig. 9)
and temperatures (Fig. 10) to highlight the general circulation of the four dynamical cores. This provides

insight into the wide spread of the SSW statistics with
the most numerous SSW events in SLD. As shown in
Fig. 9, the tropospheric zonal jets are similar in all dynamical cores with maximum wind speeds around

FIG. 9. Pressure–latitude cross section of the 10 800-day-mean zonal-mean zonal wind fields (m s21) in (a) SLD, (b) FV, (c) EUL, and
(d) SE. The bold black line is the zero wind line. The heavy blue line indicates the tropopause position.
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FIG. 10. Pressure–latitude cross section of the 10 800-day-mean zonal-mean temperature fields (K) in (a) SLD, (b) FV, (c) EUL, and
(d) SE. The heavy blue line indicates the tropopause position.

30 m s21 that are centered near 408N/S at 250 hPa. In
addition, the positions of the tropopause levels (using
the lapse-rate-based WMO definition) in all models are
also rather similar as displayed by the thick blue lines.
However, the stratospheric zonal jets show significant
differences. The SLD stratospheric polar jets have a
maximum wind speed of around 30–35 m s21, whereas
the peak polar jet speeds of other three dynamical cores
are about 70 m s21. In addition, the SLD polar jets have
lower-lying centers near 4–5 hPa, whereas the stratospheric jet centers of the other three dynamical cores are
located at about 2–3 hPa.
The corresponding mean temperature fields of the
four dynamical cores are presented in Fig. 10. As expected from the mean zonal wind (Fig. 9) and the
9.3-hPa temperature analyses (Figs. 7–8), the mean
temperatures and their latitudinal gradients in the
stratosphere are very different in SLD in comparison to
the other three models. In particular, Fig. 10a shows that
the cold spots in SLD’s stratosphere lie near 30 hPa at the
poles with minima around 195 K. In contrast, the centers
of these polar cold spots lie close to 10 hPa with minima
around 175–185 K in the other three dynamical cores.
This downward vertical shift of the cold spots in SLD
explains the vastly different base temperatures at
9.3 hPa near the North Pole in Fig. 7. In EUL, FV, and
SE the polar temperatures in Fig. 7 reflect the temperatures of the cold pools, whereas the SLD values at
9.3 hPa record the increased temperatures above its lowlying cold spot. The vertical shift also explains the very
different 9.3-hPa meridional temperature gradients

(Fig. 8) and thereby the different polar jet speeds
(Figs. 2 and 9), which are connected via the thermal
wind balance.
The depictions of the general circulation also shed
light on the apparent discrepancy between the 9.3-hPa
wind speeds at 608N and the magnitude of the meridional temperature gradients in SLD and FV. As discussed in section 4a the typical meridional temperature
difference T60 2 Tpole at 9.3 hPa (Fig. 8) in the absence of
an SSW is about 20 K in SLD and 40 K in FV, but their
mean westerly wind speeds at 608N are rather similar
with values around 20 (SLD) and 30 (FV) m s21. In
contrast, EUL’s and SE’s mean T60 2 Tpole temperature
differences are around 45 K with mean zonal wind
speeds of about 50 m s21 at 608N and 9.3 hPa. This raises
the question why the FV model does not exhibit the high
zonal wind speeds around 50 m s21 as EUL and SE in the
presence of an almost identical temperature gradient.
The explanation lies in a slight, but systematic, poleward
and upward shift of the polar jets in FV that pushes the
strong westerly zonal jet speeds to slightly higher latitudinal and vertical positions. Therefore, the point
measurement at 9.3 hPa and 608N captures the equatorward flanks of the zonal jets in FV, which exhibits
slower wind speeds around 30 m s21 at this location.
These issues with various SSW detection criteria have
also been raised by Butler et al. (2015).
The systematic poleward shift of the westerly polar
jets in FV is linked to the very different general circulation patterns in FV’s stratosphere equatorward of
508 latitude. As Fig. 9b demonstrates, FV’s stratosphere
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is largely dominated by strong easterlies, which was also
observed in Yao and Jablonowski (2015) in their QBO
studies when using the HS dynamical core configuration
(their Fig. 3b). Here, Fig. 9 shows that the graphically
enhanced zero wind lines between the easterlies in the
midlatitudes and tropics and the westerlies in the polar
regions extend to about 508N/S in FV, whereas they lie
closer to 458N/S in EUL and SE with much-reduced
easterly wind speeds. As a result, the high-latitude
westerly jets in FV are pushed poleward.
The increased easterlies in FV’s stratosphere are
caused by the warmer temperatures in FV’s midlatitudes. In particular, the SLD, EUL, and SE temperatures at 100 hPa and 608N/S are about 200 K,
whereas they are 210 K in FV in the same region that
extends upward to 10 hPa. This results in larger latitudinal temperature gradients in the FV simulation and
creates widespread easterlies in the lower stratosphere
(Fig. 9b). In the upper stratosphere above 10 hPa, the
stronger midlatitudinal north–south temperature variations further enforce the easterlies in FV. These stratospheric general circulation differences are striking when
considering that all dynamical cores are forced in identical ways. It suggests that internal wave–mean flow interactions might be responsible for the differences, as
further explored in the next subsection. In addition,
numerical design differences, such as the dissipation
properties of the dynamical cores, are likely contributors to these differences. The latter is briefly explored here before shifting the focus of the discussion
to SSWs again.
Figure 10 shows that the SLD simulation exhibits
a warm bias in the lower polar stratosphere between
3 and 100 hPa and a cold bias in the upper polar
stratosphere from 3 hPa upward in comparison to the
other three dynamical cores. Similar biases in the SLD
model were also discussed by Williamson et al. (1998).
They observed a warm SLD bias in the lower stratosphere in full-physics simulations with a lower model top
(;2 hPa). The cold bias in the upper stratosphere was
not seen, since their model configuration did not resolve the region above 3 hPa. Williamson et al. (1998)
showed that an increase in the vertical resolution helps
reduce the warm bias. Inspired by this idea, we doubled
the vertical resolution in the SLD simulation (110 levels)
and thereby halved the vertical grid spacing of our original 55-level setup. Figure 11 displays a randomly selected
monthly mean zonal-mean SLD temperature snapshot
that did not exhibit an SSW event. Note that the short
averaging period (one month) leads to higher hemispheric asymmetries, which are irrelevant for the discussion here. As shown in Fig. 11, the reduced vertical
grid spacing lessens the warm bias problem in SLD’s
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FIG. 11. Pressure–latitude cross section of the randomly selected
monthly mean zonal-mean SLD temperature field (K) with 110
levels. The dashed blue line indicates the tropopause position.

lower stratosphere (Fig. 11). However, the cold polar
center in SLD still lies lower at about 20 hPa, compared
to 10 hPa in the other three dynamical cores. The cold
bias problem in the upper stratosphere above 3 hPa is
also decreased, but it is still lower than the temperature
in the other three dycores by about 10 K at the model
top. The reason why SLD has such a temperature bias
in the stratosphere is not entirely clear but might be
closely related to its very effective wave generation,
propagation, and dissipation characteristics that also
support QBO-like oscillations in the tropical stratosphere (Yao and Jablonowski 2013, 2015). Snapshots
of these climatologically averaged wave–mean flow
interactions are presented next.

c. Transformed Eulerian-mean analysis
To compare the averaged wave–mean flow interactions in all four dynamical cores, we perform a TEM
analysis along constant pressure levels following
Andrews et al. (1983). The analysis focuses on the mean
climatic conditions instead of a particular SSW event in
order to shed light on the different background flows in
the HSW simulations. Figure 12 shows the unscaled
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is significantly stronger in comparison to the other
three models. The westward maxima of all dynamical
cores lie at approximately 408N/S, which are the latitudinal center positions of the jets in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere. At 10 hPa the SLD
dynamical core exhibits the strongest westward forcing, which is about twice as strong as the forcing in
the model EUL and around 3 times as strong as the
wave forcings in FV and SE. This forcing erodes the
lower flanks of the westerly stratospheric polar jets in
all dynamical cores. The increased amplitude of the
westward forcing in SLD is therefore a decisive factor
in the lower zonal wind speeds and decreased meridional temperature gradients in SLD’s midlatitudinal–
polar stratosphere. Overall, the wave forcing is weakest
in the FV model at almost all levels. This suggests a
reduced wave activity that is also reflected by the low
SSW count in section 4a.

5. SSW and QBO interactions

FIG. 12. Wave–mean flow interaction analysis using the TEM
analysis. Thirty-month-mean zonal-mean divergence of the E–P
flux (body force) at (a) 500, (b) 100, and (c) 10 hPa (m s21 day21)
for SLD, EUL, FV, and SE.

30-month-mean zonal-mean divergence of the E–P flux
(body force) at three different pressure levels in the four
dynamical cores. The positive (negative) values indicate
eastward (westward) zonal wind accelerations. At 500 hPa
in Fig. 12a, the midlatitudinal wave accelerations are
similar in all dynamical cores with maximum westward
accelerations located near 558N/S. The magnitudes of
the westward accelerations are similar in SLD, EUL,
and SE but slightly weaker in the FV simulation. These
wave-driven forcings decelerate the westerly jets in the
midlatitudinal troposphere. At 100 hPa in Fig. 12b, the
westward (negative) zonal wind acceleration in SLD

The last discussion point in this paper addresses the
interaction of stratospheric SSWs with other regions as
mentioned in the introduction. Besides the fact that
anomalies of the annular mode are often evident in the
midlatitudinal troposphere and at the surface for some
time after SSWs (Baldwin and Dunkerton 2001), SSWs
also interact with the tropical circulation in the stratosphere. According to Holton and Tan (1980), SSW
events are strongly impacted by the QBO phase. During
an easterly QBO phase, the upward traveling planetary
waves in the midlatitudes cannot enter the tropical regions and are confined or even redirected to the higher
latitudes (Naito et al. 2003). Therefore, the Holton–Tan
theory suggests that planetary waves are more easily
directed toward the polar regions during easterly QBO
phases, thereby favoring more SSWs. This can be investigated in HSW SLD simulations that simultaneously
exhibit both SSWs and QBO-like oscillations.

a. Detection of QBO-like oscillations in HSW
experiments
As shown in Yao and Jablonowski (2015) for HS
simulations with an isothermal relaxation temperature
in the stratosphere, all CAM5 dynamical cores, except
FV, develop QBO-like oscillations in the tropical
stratosphere, but with very different flow characteristics. Therefore, we first investigate whether QBOlike oscillations are still present in HSW experiments
and whether they differ from the HS simulations in
Yao and Jablonowski (2015).
Figure 13 displays the 10 800-day (30 model years)
HSW time series of the monthly mean zonal-mean zonal
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FIG. 13. The 10 800-day time series of the monthly mean zonal-mean zonal wind (m s21) at the equator for different
dynamical cores, averaged between 628: (a) SLD, (b) FV, (c) EUL, and (d) SE.

wind at the equator (averaged between 628) for all four
dynamical cores. The figure shows that a QBO-like oscillation with switching westerlies and easterlies is
present in the SLD dynamical core (Fig. 13a), which
occupies the upper stratosphere between 1 and 50 hPa.
When compared to the HS simulation with SLD in Yao
and Jablonowski (2013, 2015), the QBO-like oscillation
in the HSW SLD simulation has a longer period (6
model years in HSW versus 3.6 model years in HS),
reduced westerly and increased easterly wind magnitudes (from 240 to under 5 m s21 in HSW versus from
235 to over 10 m s21 in HS), and overall very weak
westerly QBO phases that only propagate down to about
20 hPa (30 hPa in HS). As found before in Yao and
Jablonowski (2013, 2015), the average QBO periods in
SLD are too long in the idealized simulations in comparison to observations [28 months; see Baldwin et al. (2001)].
Figures 13b–d depict the corresponding zonal winds
at the equator of the other three dynamical cores. As
also documented in the HS simulations in Yao and
Jablonowski (2015), the FV dynamical core with the
HSW forcing (Fig. 13b) is not able to establish a QBOlike oscillation. An easterly jet with a peak wind speed
of 235 m s21 occupies the levels between 1 and 3 hPa,

a westerly jet around 5 m s21 is located between 3 and
30 hPa, and another easterly jet is established in the
lower stratosphere below 30 hPa. An unexpected result
is that the HSW simulations with EUL and SE (Figs. 13c,d)
lose their QBO-like oscillations that were present in HS
model configurations (Yao and Jablonowski 2015). The
simulation results for EUL and SE are very similar. A
westerly wind regime with an amplitude of about
10 m s21 occupies the region between 1 and 10 hPa, and
an easterly jet with about 230 m s21 is located below
10 hPa. However, the westerly wind regimes in EUL and
SE are far from regular, which suggests that easterly
wave forcings try to break through the westerlies but
with insufficient strengths. The easterly forcing thereby
put dents into the westerly flow but fails to reverse it.

b. The Brewer–Dobson circulation
It is interesting that the new HSW relaxation
temperature with its strong meridional gradients near
608N/S modifies the tropical QBO-like oscillations quite
significantly. One explanation points to the increased
strength of the Brewer–Dobson circulation in the presence of polar jets, which do not develop in HS simulations (Yao and Jablonowski 2015). Figure 14 briefly
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FIG. 14. Latitudinal profiles of 30-month-mean, zonal-mean, area-weighted vertical pressure
velocities v* 3 cosf of the residual circulation for SLD simulation with HS and HSW forcing at
(a) 94 and (b) 27 hPa.

investigates this aspect. It shows the area-weighted
30-month-mean zonal-mean residual vertical pressure velocity (v* 3 cosf) that represents the strengths
of the Brewer–Dobson circulation. Here, the SLD
analyses at the 94-hPa tropopause level and within
the QBO regime at 27 hPa are shown for both the HS
and HSW forcing. The HS results are replicated from
Yao and Jablonowski (2015, their Fig. 6). The 30-month
averaging periods cover the years 7.1–9.6 (HS) and
2–4.5 (HSW).
Figure 14a shows that the upwelling (negative
pressure velocities) at the tropopause level in HS is
slightly stronger than that in the HSW simulation in
the tropics. Other regions are almost indistinguishable. However, within the QBO domain at 27 hPa the

residual circulations in HS and HSW are quite different.
The HS simulation is dominated by downwelling near
the equator and poleward of 6408 and upwelling in the
regions between 58 and 408N/S. In contrast, the HSW
circulation is characterized by upwelling throughout
the tropics (except at the equator between 618) and
the midlatitudes until about 558N/S and downwelling
poleward of approximately 558N/S. This HSW Brewer–
Dobson circulation is very strong in comparison to
the HS simulation with both increased upwelling and
downwelling magnitudes at all locations. This means
that the tropical, downward-propagating QBO-like
oscillation in SLD needs to overcome the increased
resistance of the upwelling mean flow in HSW, which
slows the downward descent (under the assumption
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FIG. 15. The 10 800-day time series of the monthly mean zonalmean zonal wind at the equator (averaged between 628) from the
SLD HSW simulation at 9.3 hPa. Both the model years and simulation days are provided.

of an identical wave forcing) and thereby lengthens
the QBO period. However, it is also feasible that the
presence of the polar jets in HSW impacts the wave
activity in all regions and therefore modifies the wave–
mean flow interactions in the tropics. This will need to
be investigated further in a separate paper. Here, the
focus of our investigations lies on the wave activity and
the wave–mean flow interactions during the different
QBO phases and their interactions with SSWs. This
evaluates whether systematic differences between the
westerly and easterly QBO branches are present and
whether the Holton–Tan relationship holds, which
connects the high-latitude wave activity and the QBO
phases. The next subsection defines these easterly and
easterly QBO episodes in SLD.

c. Definition of the QBO phases in SLD
A clearer picture of SLD’s QBO-like oscillation is
provided in Fig. 15, which shows the 10 800-day time
series of the monthly mean zonal-mean zonal wind at
the equator at 9.3 hPa. We use this relatively high-lying
level to define the onset time of a QBO phase instead of
the often used lower-lying positions between 20 and
40 hPa (Baldwin et al. 2001) since the idealized QBO in
the HSW simulation is located higher up than the QBO
in nature. Whenever the zonal wind is positive in Fig. 15
the westerly phase is recorded. A negative zonal wind at
9.3 hPa characterizes the easterly phase. For the following analysis, 6-month sequences of each QBO cycle
(five cycles in total) are recorded during the westerly
and easterly phases. The data around the QBO phasetransitioning stage at 9.3 hPa are avoided. The vertical
profiles of these 30-month-mean zonal-mean zonal
winds at the equator are shown in Fig. 16, which display
the westerly and easterly composite phases in red and
blue, respectively. On average, the easterly wind amplitude is much stronger than the westerly wind amplitude as it is also typical for the observed QBO. These
composites form the basis for the subsequent TEM
analysis.

FIG. 16. Vertical 30-month-mean zonal wind profiles at the
equator, averaged between 628, based on the westerly and easterly
SLD composites. The westerly QBO phase composite (SLD_W) is
shown in red; the easterly QBO phase composite (SLD_E) is
shown in blue.

d. QBO and SSW interactions: Wave fluxes
A TEM analysis of the SLD model sheds light on the
potential interactions between the QBO phases and
the strength of the wave fluxes in the midlatitudes and
polar regions. The question is whether the easterly
QBO phase supports more poleward-oriented waves
and thereby potentially more SSWs. The corresponding
E–P vector analysis for both the westerly and easterly
QBO composites is shown in Fig. 17 with the overlaid
zonal-mean zonal wind composites in color. The E–P flux
vectors are scaled as in section 3d. Figures 17a,b show
the E–P flux vectors during the westerly and easterly
phases, respectively. Upward and equatorward E–P flux
vectors are observed in the subtropical and midlatitudinal
troposphere below 200 hPa and similarly in the midlatitudinal stratosphere during both QBO phases, which
indicates the equatorward propagation of waves. The
differences between the two figures are subtle and are
examined in Fig. 17c.
Figure 17c depicts the E–P vector difference using
the westerly phase E–P flux field minus the easterly
phase E–P flux field; the colored contours are also the
westerly phase zonal-mean zonal wind minus the
easterly phase zonal-mean zonal wind. The vector
differences in the subtropics and midlatitudes in the
lower troposphere (below 200 hPa) show that the average upward wave activity during the easterly phase is
stronger than the upward wave activity during the
westerly phase, which lets the vector difference point
downward. In the tropical stratosphere, stacked easterly and westerly zonal wind differences are observed
that are consistent with the analysis from observational
data by Naoe and Shibata (2010). Equatorward E–P
flux vector differences are present in the stratospheric
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FIG. 17. The 30-month-mean zonal-mean scaled E–P flux vectors (m2 s22) for westerly and easterly QBO phase composites of the SLD
model, overlaid by the corresponding zonal-mean zonal wind in color (m s21): (a) westerly phase, (b) easterly phase, and (c) difference
(westerly 2 easterly). Vectors are scaled following the method in section 3d.

region equatorward of 608 latitude between 10 and
50 hPa in Fig. 17c, which means that the equatorward
wave fluxes during the westerly QBO phase are bigger
than the equatorward fluxes during the easterly QBO
phase. This suggests that the wave–mean flow interactions are more confined to the extratropical and

polar regions during the easterly QBO phase and
thereby provides some support for the Holton–Tan
mechanism. The latter was derived on the basis of lowerto mid-stratospheric observational data at 50 hPa. The
analysis at this position cannot be exactly replicated
here since the model QBO lies higher than the observed
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QBO. Overall, the vector differences are small in this
mid-stratospheric region, which invites further investigations of the Holton–Tan effect in the future. In
the upper stratosphere between 2 and 10 hPa, the flow
characteristics change. Now the vector differences
in Fig. 17c point poleward in the tropics and midlatitudes. This indicates that the waves are more
confined to the extratropical regions in the westerly
QBO phase than in the easterly phase. This is caused
by the dominant presence of the tropical easterlies
above 5 hPa in Fig. 17a, which diminishes the intrusion
of waves into the tropical regions during the westerly
QBO phase.

6. Conclusions
This paper analyzed sudden stratospheric warmings
and their interactions with the tropical QBO in an ensemble of four idealized dry GCM dynamical cores,
which were driven by the Held–Suarez–Williamson
forcing. The forcing provides a Newtonian temperature
relaxation mimicking radiation and low-level Rayleigh
friction mimicking the boundary layer mixing. This
forcing thereby replaces the complex physics package
of the CAM5 GCM and does not contain processes
like moisture, seasonal cycles, or topography. All four
CAM5 dynamical cores SLD, EUL, FV, and SE are
forced in identical ways with identical vertical grid spacings and very similar horizontal resolutions around 28.
Nevertheless, the results demonstrate that the stratospheric circulations are very different. In particular, the
paper focuses on SSWs and their interactions with
QBO-like oscillations in long 10 800-day HSW simulations and analyzes the causes and effects of the
differences.
First, a single major SSW event in the SLD dynamical
core has been highlighted to assess the realism of the
idealized HSW simulations. It was shown that the zonalmean westerly jet with an amplitude of about 30 m s21
at 608N and 10 hPa is capable of reversing to an easterly
flow over short time periods of order 5–15 days, which
is a characteristic feature of major warmings. Likewise,
the polar stratospheric temperature increases from 205
to 240 K during the same time period. A comprehensive wave analysis has been provided to show that
upward-propagating planetary waves, especially with
wavenumbers 1 and 2, are the important SSW driving
mechanisms, with a dominant wavenumber 1 prior to
the SSW event and a more dominant wavenumber-2
forcing during and after the split-vortex event. This
establishes that SSWs and their associated wave–mean
flow interactions in the HSW simulations have quite
realistic attributes even in the absence of typical wave
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triggering mechanisms like moisture processes, land–
sea masks, or topography.
Second, the dynamical core intercomparison reveals
that only SLD is capable of producing major warmings
during the 10 800-day simulation period. The other three
dynamical cores only trigger minor warmings. Two effects contribute to this difference. On the one hand, the
assessment of SLD’s climatology shows that its polar
stratospheric temperatures are warmer. This leads to
weaker latitudinal temperature gradients and weaker
polar jets in SLD. As a consequence, weaker wave
forcings are required to heat SLD’s polar cap and
collapse–reverse the polar jet. On the other hand, SLD’s
wave–mean flow interactions are more vigorous in the
stratosphere. The corresponding TEM climatology
shows that SLD’s westward wave forcing of the zonalmean zonal flow in the midlatitudinal stratosphere is a
factor of about 2–3 bigger than the forcing in the other
models, which supports more frequent SSWs in SLD.
While the SLD dynamical core is not the default numerical scheme at NCAR, designs like the SLD dynamical
core are used today for weather prediction applications.
For example, the Integrated Forecast System (IFS;
weather forecast model used by ECMWF) and the
Global Forecast System [GFS; used by the U.S. National Weather Service and the National Centers for
Environmental Predictions (NCEP)] have a very similar SLD-like dynamical core. Therefore, our findings
for NCAR’s SLD dynamical core may provide relevant
pointers for similar investigations with these models.
Third, it was demonstrated that both spontaneous
QBO-like oscillations and SSWs can coexist in the idealized SLD simulations, which provides a unique tool for
studying the interactions between QBO and SSW processes. TEM analyses were performed for composites of
easterly and westerly QBO phases. They provide some
support of the Holton–Tan mechanism, which suggests
that upward-propagating waves are more confined to
the extratropics and polar regions during the easterly
QBO phases. This has the potential to favor more SSWs
during the easterly QBO time periods. However, the E–P
flux vector differences in the lower to midstratosphere
were small, which lays the basis for future investigations
of the Holton–Tan relationship in idealized simulations.
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